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1.1ntroduction

This statement summarises the current approach to modem slavery of sumitomo Mitsui

Banking corporation (SMBC) and outlines the actions that it has taken to mitigate the risk

that human tra什icking and modem slavery are taking place in its business or supply chains

It is also intended to assist customers to make be廿er, more informed choices about the

Products and services they buy and the companies they supp0け

Head 0仟ice:1-1-2, Marunouchi, chiyoda・KU, Tokyo, Japan

Modern slavery statement

This statement has been prepared by sMBc as the reporting entity in accordance with

Section 540fthe uK Modem slaveryAct 2015 and pad 20fthe Australian Modem slaveⅣ

Act 2018 (cth)

Both Acts require sMBc to provide disclosure conceming its e什orts to assess and address

the risks that modem slavery practices may be occurring in its operations and supply chain

Of any entities that it owns or controls

2. SMBC's structure, opera"ons and supply chains

2.1 SMBC's company structure

SMBc is an intemational banking institution licensed and regulated by the Japanese

Financial servicesAgency and is incorporated in Japan. SMBc expands its operations in the

Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and APAc regions,including some high、risk

Countries ranked in Global slavery lndeX 2023

SMBc is a wh011y owned subsidiary of sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group,1nc.(SMFG) and

is the part of the sMBc group of companies (SMFG, together with its subsidiaries and

a什i1治tes are referred to as 'SMBC Group")
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SMFG is a publicly listed company. SMFG's common shares are listed on the prime Market

Of the Tokyo stock Exchange and the Nagoya stock Exchange. SMFG'S American

Depositary Receゆts are also listed on the New York stock Exchange

SMBC Group is a globalfinancial group that develops operations in a wide range offields

including banking,1easing, securities, credit cards and consumer finance. SMBC Group is

Comprised offour business units: the Retail Business unit, the vvholesale Business unit, the

Global Business unit and the Global Markets Business unit.

SMBC Group's overseas network is currently comprised of 0什ices in approximately 40

Countries. As at 31 March 2023, SMBC Group had l05,955 employees.

Furtherinformation on sMBC Group's business can be found in sMFG's annualreport and

打nancial statements, which can be accessed at

h廿 S:ノノWWW.smf .CO./en lishlinvestor斤inanciav

22 SMBC's operations

SMBc has operations across the world,including the united Kingdom, AUS廿alia, Japan,

Other parts ofAsia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas, providing the financial

SeⅣices and credit・related businesses descr山ed above, to its global network of customers

SMBc has an extensive organisation structure comprising l,998 domestic 0伍Ces,47

Overseas 0仟ices, a number ofsubsidiaries, and group entities which it either o、Nns or controls.

SMBC'S Australian operations are based in sydney, New south vvales and perth, vvestem

Australia. Forthe purposes ofthis Modem slavery statement, references to 'SMBCAustralia"

refers to sMBC's operations in Australia which are conducted through its branches located

in sydney and perth.

SMBC Australia provides corporate lending, financial advisory and derivatives seⅣices,

Project, trade and lease financing and securitisation and structured debt financing for

Wholesale customers only.

Further info『mation on sMBC's business, including a list of sMBC's principal domestic

Subsidiaries, prindpal overseas subsidiaries and principal a仟iliates and a summary of the

main businesses ofthese companies can be found at

htt s:1/WWW.smbc.CO.'/ 10bal/aboutus/business ; and

h廿 S:/1WWW.smbc.CO.'/ 10bal/aboutus/ r0打le/ rou /
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2.3 SMBC'S supply chains

SMBC's business is primarily undertaken in an 0什ice environment with the majority o"ts

Suppliers providing goods and seⅣices in connection with 0什ice premises (such as stationeⅣ

Supplies, cleaning seⅣices and food and refreshments supplies), financial, techn010gy and

Other professional services and business travel.

Given its geographic spread, SMBC'S supply chain is geographica11y diverse with suppliers

from countries in vvhich sMBc has operations. SMBC'S suppliers range from sma11

businesses to intemational 0四anisations, operating across the developed and developing

regions. Further, SMBc is connected to thousands of organisations across the world via the

Supply chains of itS 打rst・tier suppliers.

By way of example, the main categories of suppliers and seⅣice providers (by aggregate

d011ar value for FY2022) for sMBC Australia relate to information techn010gy equipment and

Software, rent,information seⅣices, market research, hospitality (including business travel),

telecommunications, professional memberships and professional advisers.

The arrangements sMBC Australia has with its suppliers are combination of long、term

relationshipS Ⅷth large multinational suppliers established and maintained as part ofsMBC'S

global operations, and sh0此・term relationships with sma11er local suppliers

This list is broadly reflective of the categories of suppliers and service providers of sMBC

globa11y and the en枇ies which it owns or controls.

3. SMBC'S "sks of modem slavery practices in operations and supply chains

SMBc conducts business intemationa11y with operations spanning developed and

developing countries and regions. Given the breadth of these operations, the potential risk

that parts of the supply chain are engaging or involved in modem slavery practices,

Padicularly relate to the supply of goods and services. The risk is increased in relation to

Suppliers to sMBC's operations in developing countries and regions.

SMBC'S supply chain includes numbers of products that have been linked with modem

Slavery. For example, according to the Global slavery lndeX 2023, the number l product

Category at risk of modem slavery imported into G20 countries (by us$ value) are laptops,

Computers and mobile phones. SMBC's operations heavily rely on the use of laptops,

Computers and mobile phones.
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Using the Global slavery lndeX 2023 as a source, SMBc has ident所ed lnformation

Techn010gy services and software, manufacturing, agriculture, construction, mining, trade

and seⅣice industries (such as hospitality and cleaning) as high・risk sectors for modem

Slavery. SMBc operates in the banking and financial services industry and primarily within

an 0什ice environment and therefore it does not operate in these sectors.Ⅷ'1ile sMBc aims

to mitigate the risk that its suppliers are directly engaged in modem slavery, there is also a

risk that suppliers have modem slavery risks in their own supply chains.

SMBc outsources certain functions to third pa卿 SeⅣice providers. For example, SMBC

engages various third pa此ies to provide services, such as transaction banking seⅣices,

information techn010gy systems development and document archiving. There is a risk that

Such providers have modem slavery risks within their operations and supply chains,

Paけicularly given that most ofthese services are heavily reliant on lT hardware and software.

These ent池es are assessed in their approaches to managing modem slavery risks

SMBc continues its review of its modem slavery supply chain risk.仕 Continues to consult

Vvith the group entities within its operational contr01, given that such entities operate in the

Same financial seⅣices industry as sMBC,it believes that the modem slavery risks in its

Supply chains is representative ofthe risks in the supply chains of such group entities.

壮 is also acknowledged that modem slavery risks can also arise through the operations and

actions of sMBC's customers. SMBC, therefore, may be linked to such risks, as either a

Iender of money or provider of other 打nancial seⅣices. Again, where these customers

Operate within jurisdictions or sectors with a h四h risk of modem slavery, this risk is

heightened.

4. SMBC's ac"ons to assess and address "sks ofmodern slavery prac"ces

4.1 SMBC's commitment and policies in relation to slavery and human tra什icking

SMBc is commi廿ed to maintaining and improving systems and processes to mitigate the risk

that it might be involved, wi廿ingly or unW轍ingly,in the commission orfaci唯ation of slaveⅣ

and Human Tra什icking in any part of its operations, customers relationships, supply chains

(including contractors and suppliers), products, services and sta什 activities.

As a signatory to the united Nations Global compact,the sMBC Group is also commi壮ed to

fU1打"ing the socialresponsibi枇ies that are expected of it as a globalfinancial group to create

.
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a society that is built on the utmost respect for human rights as directed by the "1ntemational

Bi110f Human Rights" the "1LO Declaration on Fundamental principles and Rights at vvork"

the "OECD Guidelines for Multinヨtional Enterprises", the "1LO MNE Declaration" and the

"united Nations Guiding prindples on Business and Human Rights" advocated by the uN

Human Rights councilin 20tl.

From FY2023, SMBC Group also focuses on 'human rights' as one ofthe prioriw lssues

(Mater治lity) for the group, and strives to accelerate e什orts to identify 'adverse impacts'

related to human rights and to prevent, mitigate, and enable remediation ofthem. SMBC

Group wi11 also engage with our clients, suppliers, and others in this regard. 1n doing so,it

aims to properly manage the risks associated with human rights in its o、Nn group'S

management, secure trustfrom society, and work to enhance its own corporate value.

4.1.1 Governance and oversight

SMBC Group has its govemance and oversightframework to address various sustainability

issues,including human rights ma廿ers.

Ma廿ers related to sustainabimy,including human rights, are reported to the sustainabiliw

Commi廿ee and the Risk commi廿ee which are intemal commi廿ees ofthe Board of Directors

for proper govemance and oversight. The Group csuo (chief sustainable 0什icer)

Periodica11y repods to the sustainability commi廿ee to continuously enhance our corporate

govemance and management frameworks. The Group cco (chief compliance 0倆Ce),

Under whom sits the compliance commi廿ee which is responsible forreporting on regulatory

trends including modem slavery, also reports to the Board of Directors. As the highest

executive body for business executions and corporate management forthe group, SMBC

Group has the Group Management commiせee where ma廿ers related to sustainability are
discussed.

Furthermore,in orderto reinforce govemance, SMBC Group has newly incorporated " human

rights" into its qua枇ative evaluation factors for non・打nancialindicators of stock、based

Compensation for its Directors and Executive 0什icers, which wi11take into considerations

initiatives and issues that could not be measured by the quantitative evaluations.

SMBC Group regularly holds 'SMBC Group Global Advisory Meetings" as an advis0Ⅳ

Capacity to the Group Management commi廿ee.1n this context,it has appointed Mr. paul

Polman, a former cEo of unilever pLC, as an sMBC Group GlobalAdvisor. Mr. polman
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Served as cEo of unilever pLc from 2009 t02019 and is a leading figure in the field of

Sustainability, promoting environmental and socialinitiatives through the united Nations

Global compact and numerous other organizations.

4.1.21n詫iatNes for sustainabiⅡty

A廿he executive level, SMBC Group has established the c0ゆorate sustainability commi廿ee

Which is chaired by the Group cEO, to discuss ma廿ers pertaining to the spread of

Sustainability management throughout the Group as we11 as measures necessaⅣ for

Promoting sustainabimy,

In 2023, SMBC Group designated "Environment,""DE&1 / Human Rights,""poverty

&1nequality,""Declining Bi此hrate & Aging population," and "Japan'S RegroMh" as its new

Priority lssues (Materiality), and established "10 Goals" as pathways through to resolve the

new priority issues to create social value as a responsible corporate citizen.

In addition, SMBC Group has established the 'SMBC Group environmental and social

Framework"in FY2021in orderto unify its intemal policies on and approach to environmental
and socialissues

This frame、Alork clari打es the Group's approach to climate change, natural capital, respect for

human rights, and social contribution based on the "SMBC Group statement on

Sustainabiliw", which states the Group's basic stance toward realizing a sustainable society.

The Group's govemance system for ESG risks is organized underthis framework,including

due dⅢgence and policies related to each sector and business.

SMBC Group also formulated policies for specific businesses and sectors which are likely to

have signi打Cant impacts on the environment and society. SMBC Group recognises cedain

businesses and sectors that are believed to inC山de negative impactS 介om an environmental

and social risk perspectives,including with regards to issues of modem slavery and forced

Iabour. Forinstance,itrecognizes the human rights impacts with respectto i11ega11abour and

Child labour in the coal mining, tobacco manufacturing, palm oil plantation development and

deforestation industries. SMBc also has devised policies for engaging with businesses in

Such sectors, for instance through con打rming that there are no such labour violations are

taking place before providing support orrequesting ce此市Cation by relevant bodies

.
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Furtherinformation on sMBC Group's commitmentto sustainabⅢty and policies for specific
business and sectors can be found at

h廿 S:11Wwwsmf .CO ' 1en lish/sustainabilit l rou sustainabilit lesframeworw

4.13 SMBC Group's statement on human rights

During FY2020, SMBC Group worked to enhance its statement on Human Rights, which

recognises the ethicalresponsibility ofthe sMBC Group to support and respectthe protection

Of intemationa11y proclaimed human rights and to prevent complicity on human rights

Violations. Forinstance, the statement contains a commitmentto avoid business transactions

that contribute to exploitative labour practices.

The statement vvas published in FY2023 and is now enhanced to include the human rights

due diligence system for financing transactions and the revisions of the sustainable

Procurement policy, in response to the Guidelines on Respecting Human Rights in

Responsible supply chains published by the Japanese govemment, and recent progress

Within the sMBC Group.

Further information on sMBC Group policy statement on Human Rights can be accessed
at:

h壮 S:ノノWWW.smf..CO.'./en.1ish/sustainabili / rou sustainabilit lfom hts/statement on H

Uman Ri hts e..df

4.,.4 P"nciples ofAction on compliance and Risk

SMBC Group has the " principles ofAction on compliance and Risk", which is a fundamental

guidance from a compliance and risk perspective, on how sMBc group employees should

act,in accordance with sMBC Group Mission, vision and values. The 'principles ofAction

On compliance and Risk" requires that sMBC Group employees respect human rights and

embody these principles through the business,in order for sMBc group to accomplish the

Sustainable gr0航h ofits corporate values.

Fudher information on the "principles ofAction on compliance and Risk" can be accessed
at:

hせ S:/1WWW.smf .CO.' 1en lishlcom an lor anization/ df/princiles of Action on com lia

and Risk. dfnce
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4.1,5 SUSねinable procurement policy

SMBC Group published the 'sustainable procurement policy" on l Apri12022,in orderto

Strengthen responsible procurement activities that carefU11y considers the environment and

Society throughout its supply chain. By way of example, suppliers are expected to comply

With appropriate standards as regards labour issues. This policy is based on the "10

Principles" of the united Nations Global compact, the "OECD Guidelines for multinational

ente中rises", the " united Nations Guiding principles on Business and Human Rights", and

Other intemational principles.

SMBC Group's procurement activities are carried out in accordance W辻h fair,impa此ial and

transparent procedures based on free competition, which is in line with this policy and other

relevant laws and regulations.

Fudherinformation on sMBC Group sustainable procurement policy can be accessed at

h廿 S:1/WWW.smf .CO.'/en lish/sustainabilit lrou sustainabilit l dflstakeholder olic e

旦旦f

4.1.6 Human Rights Awareness promotion commi廿ee

In Japan, SMBc established the Human RightsAwareness promotion commiせee chaired by

the Executive 0什icersupeⅣising the Human Resources Deptto raise employees' awareness

about human rights.

The Human Rights Awareness promotion commi廿ee establishes basic policies on ways to

Promote human rights a゛1areness forthe departments and the branches located in Japan.

AISO,itsuppods e什orts bythe 0什ice Human RightsAwareness promotion commi廿ee ofeach

department or branch to promote human rights awareness by designing training plans and

heゆing related activities proceed smoothly. The secretariat addresses maせers needed to

Operate the commi廿ee, monitors the status of operation at each 0什ice, and updates

measures to promote human rights awareness on an ongoing basis.

4.17 Anu・slavery policy

An established Anti・slavery policy is in P恰Ce Ⅷthin sMBC London Branch, which sets out

the processes through which it seeks reasonable assurance that none of its customers,

business padners, suppliers and other third padies are involved in the commission or

facilitation of slavery andlor Human Tra什icking.
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The Anti・slavery policy is supplemented by procedures and detailed guidance on what

Constitutes an 0什ence and the controls in place to mitigate the risk thatthe branch may be

directly or indirectly involved in the commission or facilitation of slavery and/or Human

Trafncking.

The Anti・slavery policy and supporting documents are revie、Ned on a regular basis, in

accordance with the govemance strategy.

4.1β SMBC Group Human Rights Rep0け

In FY2022, SMBC Group had planned and worked to publish sMBC Group Human Rights

Repod which describes the Group's e什orts to respect human rights of its clients, suppliers

and employees. SMBC Group is also comm唯ed to enhancing its corporate value by

appropriately managing risks, related to human rights vvithin 詫S own business. The rep0此

Vvas published in May,2023

Fudherinformation on the "SMBC Group Human Rights Rep0げ Can be accessed

h廿 S/1WWW.smf .CO.' 1en lishlsustainabi枇/ rou sustainabilit lfom hts/Human

尺旦PΩ堕_^f

42 SMBC's acuons in connection W託h its workplace environment, customer and

Supplier

SMBc is commi廿ed to prevent and remediate modem slavery risks by taking the f0110wing
Steps and actions.

42.1 Workplace

SMBc seeks to provide a workplace free from any type of violation of employees' human

rights, including but not limited to, forced labour, harassment and discrimination Ⅷthout

distinction ofany kind such as race, gender, sexual orientation, genderidentity, religion, creed,

national origin, disab川ty, family status and birth status. This is reflected in sMBC Group'S

numerous public statements on its commitment to protecting human rights as we11 as its

employee codes of conduct and policy and procedure manuals in operation across its global
network.

SMBC Group has systems in place (grievance mechanisms) through which various

Stakeholders can raise human rights issues associated with its business. customers can

Contact sMBC Group through the ca11 Center, telephone, and website. Employees can raise

at:

Ri hts
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their concems via dedicated intemal whistle・blo、Ning channels.

42.2 Customer

The credit policy of sMBC Group prohibits granting credit to certain businesses and

Customers, which includes those 、Nho exhibit unacceptable practices from the perspective of

Public order and morals

There is a prohibition on the origination ofloans for certain types of businesses vvhere human

rights abuses, such as where child labour is, or may be taking place or is likely to take place.

Furthermore, SMBc has been a signatory to the Equator principles since 23 January 2006.

The Equator principles are a set of guidelines developed by private financialinstitutions for

managing environmental and social risks related to financing large・scale development

Projects. The Equator principles apply to project 打nance transactions, project・related

Corporate loans and bridge loans that are intended to be refinanced to project finance or

Corporate loans, project・related refinance, project・related acquisition finance, and project

打nance advisory seⅣices, regardless ofthe country orthe sector.

The Equator principles are based on the environmental and social policies and guidelines of

Intemational Finance corporation, the private sector arm ofthe vvorld Bank. These policies

and guidelines cover a variety of issues such as the environmental and socialimpact

assessment process, P011Ution prevention, consideration of local communities and natural

resources.

In accordancewith the Equator principles, SMBc has established intemalenvironmental and

Social guidelines and procedures, and conducts environmental and socialrisk assessments,

including in respect of potential adverse human rights impacts.

In orderto prevent and mitigate human rights violations and any directlinks to such violations

resulting from its business actiV川es such as investment and financing, SMBc has identi打ed

high・risk business activities in terms ofthe severity and likelihood of violations and conducts

regular monitoring starting with those Ⅷth the highest priority.

SMBc carefU11y checks forany information on human rights violations relating to the business

Padners it monitors, and if a business partner is found to have commi廿ed human rights

Violations, SMBc refrains from engaging in any new business with them.
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Furthermore,in accordance with the sMBC AMUCFT Global procedures, SMBc conducts

due d"igence on its customers at both the on・boarding stage and atregular periods therea貴er,

as part of its anti・money laundering comP1治nce responsibilities

In sMBC Australia, the due diligence includes compliance speci打C database searches on

Customers in relation to adverse news, which would identify news in connection with

Sanctions and human rights violations. This also includes ongoing screening in respect of

Customers, customer associated paけies and trade finance transactions for connections to

jurisdictions with human rights issues.

Lastly, SMBC Group continues to improve branch operations and online services, and raising

awareness of employees to ensure that a11 Clients receive financial seⅣices equa11y. SMBC

is working to enhance its accessibility to safeguard against client discrimination due to a

disability.

42.3 Supply chain

SMBc takes appropriate steps to veriN, evaluate and mitigate the risk that slavery and

Human Tra仟icking may occur in its supply chain. 1n Japan, SMBc has established

Outsourcing Management procedures, which require every 0什ice to peげorm due diligence

On third paけies in relation to slavery and Human Tra什icking by reviewing publicly available

information. Atthe point of engagement Ⅷth a new supplier, due diligence is done f0110wing

the procedures, and existing suppliers are monitored and periodica11y reviewed.

SMBc overseas 0什ices are also required to conduct appropriate due diligence in relation to

Slavery and Human Tra什icking, through sMBc outsourcing Management procedures or

10calrules. This due dⅢgence process includes reviewing publicly available information such

as the third pady's or its parent company's website in respect of its policies or positions on

the protection of human rights, as we11 as intemet searches to determine whether there is

any adverse news in respect of human rights violations.

Per sMBC Group policy, contracting with a third party is prohibited if the third party is

engaged / involved in human rights violations. Results of the assessments for a11 SMBC

0什ices are consolidated and reported as part ofthe sMBC Risk Management program.

4.3 Measures taken by each area

Vvhen sMBc ver所es, through its prioritized activities,its clients are commi廿ing slavery or

.
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human tra什icking violations, SMBc encourages them to mitigate the impact ofsuch violations.

Ifno remediation orimprovementis observed,itWⅢ reduce credit exposure . For other clients

as we11, if sMBc obtains information on slaveⅣ or human tra什icking violations in the daily

transactions,it wi11take similar approaches.

At the start of FY2022, SMBC Austra1治 engaged a third・pady global comP1治nce and due

diligence company, ethixbase360 that specialises in third pa卿 due diligence and

management. During FY2022,、Ne sent out Modem slavery surveys that had been tailored

for sMBC Australia through the ethxibase 360 pla廿orm to ourtoP 20 vendors by annual

aggregate expenses in JunelJuly 2022. vve received ten responses and overthe course of

the year, there vvere no aleds generated on the pla廿orm. Forthe next FY2023-2024, the top

50 vendors by annual aggregate expenses engaged by sMBC Australia wi11 be requested to

answer Modem slavery surveys through the ethxibase360 pla廿orm.

As part ofthe on・boarding and periodic due diligence processes, a11 Suppliers, contractors,

Clients, and business partners are assessed to determine ifthey fa11 Within the scope ofthe

Act, and,if so, a copy oftheirAnti・slavery Sねtementis sought and retained. By way of best

Practice, forthose counterpa此ies vvho are notin scope oftheAct, SMBC London Branch wi11

Seek to obtain an equivalent policy or documentrelating to csR, ESG or Human Rights. Any

instances where it is ident市ed that the supplier, customer, or transaction may present a

heightened ESG risk, or may be involved in the commission or facilitation of the relevant

0什ences due to their core actiV川es, 1ine of business, business relationships, country of

establishment and/or operations, WⅢ require enhanced due diligence measures, more

detailed invest四ation and senior management approval.

4.4Access to RemedialMeasure

SMBC Group has systems in place (grievance mechanisms) through which various

Stakeholders can raise human rights issues associated with its business. customers can

Contact sMBC Group through the ca11 Center, telephone, and website. Employees can raise

their concems via dedicated intemal whistle・blowing channels.

Furthermore, SMBC Group is engaging with stakeholders,including clients and investors,

and sharing recognition ofthe respectfor human rights to control adverse impactto human

rights and to fU1側1 0ur responsibiliw for the respect of human r四hts. For example, SMBC

introduced 'ESG risk summary sheet" for major clients thatfa11 Underthe policies for specific

Sectors and Businesses to grasp the status for addressing environmental and socialrisks,
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including the respectfor human rights.

5. SMBC's methods to assess e什ectiveness ofac"ons

Modem slavery has been introduced in the sMBC Group global compliance risk assessment
framework.

Consistentwith the sMBC Group global comP1治nce risk assessment program, e什ectiveness
is determined on an assessment as to:

. appropriate design ofrelevant policies and procedures to ensure compliance and 『isk

management;

. how we11 the contr01 have Operated, including timeliness andProcesses

Comprehensiveness;

. the extent of employee training that has been conducted;

. the outcomes from monitoring and validation procedures; and

. the timeliness ofremedial action taken for any issues arising

Enhancements may be made as considered necessary as a result ofthese assessments.

6. SMBC's consU託ation process with its subsidia"es and other contr011ed entities

The global compliance risk assessmentframework referred to above is a channelfor sMBC

0什ices to provide feedback to Head 0什ice through the annualreporting ofrisk assessment

and implementation of control practices to assist in mitigating risks. As we11, the enhanced

Vendor and outsourcing review management program provides an additional source of

information for sMBc to assess the modem slavery risks associated with its suppliers and
Outsourced actiV池es.

フ. Training

In orde『to ensure proper understanding ofthe risks posed by slavery and Human Tra什icking

in the context of sMBC'S supply chains and business, SMBc provides training to sta什 on

Slavery and Human Tra仟icking and the requirements ofthe Act.

SMBc has provided speci打C training in relation to modem slavery,incorporating relevant

resources and due diligence requirements, as a part of compliance training. During FY2022,

nearly 29,ooo employees which accounts for most of sMBc employees in Japan, had

Completed the training
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SMBC Australia is also including modem slavery and human tra什icking risks as we11 as due

diligence measures undertaken in its compliance training program

Furthermore, an extemal expert was invited to conduct a study group on "business and

human rights"for sMBC Group Management commi廿ee executives in May 2022. The study

group focused on " Business and human rights trends surrounding corporate supply chains"

SMBc wi11 also continue to provide the training in relation to human rights on regular basis

for our employees in orderto promote awareness of human rights

8. Approval

This statementwas approved by the sMBC Board of Directors on 28107/2023 and has been

Signed on behalf ofthe Board by Mr. Yoshihiro Hyakutome, Director and senior Managing
Executive 0什icer

Yoshiro Hya utome

Director and senior Managing Executive 0什icer

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking corporation

Date:10/08/2023
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